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nC Nano Corrosion Passivator Marine                               Application Information  FLOATING 

 

 

None! Only hydroblast, sweep spot or spotblast, NACE#4, Sa1, SPC-SP7 when a hard-coat finish is mandatory or 

wished for by ship-owner. If necessary, NCP top finish Perma Film can be applied. This can be used as hard coat to 

meet CAP requirements. The top finish is not needed to passivate the corrosion however. Perma Film is the only top 

finish that is suitable for nC Nano Corrosion Passivator Marine. The finish has a DNVGL type approval for 2½ years.  

 

 

 
Empty ballast water tank, preferrably with manhole covers opened, to ensure best intake of fresh air. Strip tanks in 

order to remove mud. No drying or surface preparation needed on webframe, bulkheads or tanktop/floor. Fill emptied 

ballast tank by pouring in calculated amount of NCP, just like that. Divide as wide as possible over tankfloor. 

 

 
Pump seawater into tank. Pump water up to first point where all manholes in structure connect the complete water 

surface. Let NCP sparate on top of water surface. Allow NCP to spread over full water surface in the tank. Do not let 

the water rise faster than 20 cm per minute.  

Preparation                                                              

Step 1                                                              

Step 2                                                              
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Pump seawater up until tank is massively filled. Let water rise at rate of 20 cm per minute, for correct coverage. Allow 

air to escape from pockets by means of attaching tubes in highest points of tanks and lead these tubes through valves 

mounted in manhole cover(s) of tank. After complete and massive fill of tank, allow NCP to touch tanktops for at least 

5 minutes. 

 

 

Tank is immediately ready for use. The reaction-/exposure time and building of the matrix inside the surface of nC 
Nano Corrosion Passivator Marine is 4 hours, after which the full distribution and of the nano- and VCI particles is 
completed. Ballasting and emptying the tanks in the meantime will not slow down this process.  
 
NOTE: if any chemical is taken in through ballasting the tanks during the reaction-/exposure time, risk of 
disturbing the process is present, resulting in a possible shorter lifetime expectancy of the passivation.  
 
Absorbed or used nC NCP can be re-used infinitely, discard nothing! 

 

Step 3                                                              

Step 4                                                              
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Commissioning of the tank’s coverage rate can be done immediately, if necessary by completely crawling the tank. 

Wear an old overall though. There will be no toxic fumes or flammable gases built by NCP. Check for full coverage, 

unseen leaks and cracks and complete touch of nC NCP on tanktop. Keep an eye on flaking off of rust blisters. The 

amount of released rust can be very high in case of heavy corrosion. 

If necessary, a Nano Corrosion Passivator top finish Perma Film can be applied by brush, roller or spraying. This can 

be used as hard coat to meet CAP or company requirements. It is not needed to passivate the corrosion however. It 

can also be put to use for spot repairs. NCP top finish Perma Film is DNVGL type approved. 

 

NOTE: For application information regarding spotrepairs and hardcoat finish, please refer to document nC 

Nano Corrosion Passivator Marine, “Application Information SPOTREPAIR”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5                                                              
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